Naples, 18 March, 2015

Air France doubles flights from Naples
 14 weekly flights during the 2015 Summer season
 19 weekly flights from 13 July to 30 August

As of 29 March, Air France service from Naples to the French capital will be doubled;
in addition to the flight from Naples departing at 12.45 p.m. and arriving in Paris at
15.05 p.m., there will also be another flight, departing at 6.45 a.m. and arriving in
Paris at 9.05 a.m. Also, there will be an additional evening return flight at 9.00 p.m.
from Paris, arriving in Naples at 11.15 p.m.
FLIGHT
AF 1579
AF 1179

FROM
NAPLES
NAPLES

DEPARTURE
6.43
12.45

TO
PARIS/CDG
PARIS/CDG

ARRIVAL
9.05
15.05

FREQUENCY
DAILY
DAILY

FLIGHT
AF 1178
AF 1578

FROM
PARIS/CDG
PARIS/CDG

DEPARTURE
9.35
21.00

TO
NAPLES
NAPLES

ARRIVAL
11.50
23.15

FREQUENCY
DAILY
DAILY

The new flight times are aimed at satisfying the needs of both business passengers,
guaranteeing a round trip flight to the city of lights in one day, as well as leisure
traffic, by providing privileged access to the Air France network.
“Naples and the entire metropolitan area have great potential and, after many years,
we have finally managed to introduce a second daily flight for Paris. This has been a
great achievement for all of us and is especially important for travellers because the
flight operating from Naples in the morning will arrive at Paris Charles de Gaulle in
time to access almost the entire Air France network. The same is true of the return
flight which, departing from Paris at 9.00 p.m., provides excellent connections for all
passengers bound for Naples in transit from Schengen and non-Schengen countries”,
declared Lucia Impiccini, Air France – KLM Marketing Director for Italy.
Armando Brunini - CEO of Gesac Spa, the Naples International Airport
management company - continued: “Air France has provided service to and from
Naples for a long-time and, for us, the doubling of the number of flights for Paris
represents a great achievement which we have been working on for some time. The
second direct, scheduled daily flight from Naples to Charles de Gaulle will increase,
the availability of international connections from Naples thanks to Air France’s
impressive network and will also allow our business passengers to go and return from
Paris in one day as well as provide a marked impetus for incoming French traffic to
our Region”.
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The new flight will not only allow passengers to fly round trip in one day but also
provide access to the Air France network:
48 destinations with less than a 3 hour wait at Paris CDG (including 17 flights to
Africa, 9 for North America, 5 for Asia, 4 for the Middle East, 1 for the Caribbean and
1 for the Indian Ocean)
118 destinations with less than 5 hour wait departing from Paris CDG
Moreover, from 13 July to 30 August, there will be an additional 5 flights per week,
with service departing at 3.35 p.m. from Monday to Friday which will provide
enhanced service to and from Naples at the peak of the summer season.
THE AIR FRANCE KLM GROUP IN ITALY
The Air France KLM group provide service to an extensive global network from their respective
hubs of Paris - Charles de Gaulle and Amsterdam-Schiphol. In 2013, the Group transported
over 77 million passengers to 231 destinations in 103 countries in the world with a fleet of
552 aircraft.
In Italy, Air France operates in ten airports: Turin, Milan Malpensa, Milan Linate, Verona,
Venice, Genoa, Bologna, Florence, Rome and Naples.
Each week, some 500 flights depart from Italy bound for eight airports in France: Paris-Charles
de Gaulle, Paris-Orly, Bordeaux, Lyon, Marseille, Nantes, Nice, Toulouse and Strasbourg, also
thanks to operations in cooperation with Alitalia.
The French company is currently upgrading all of its cabins not only in its long-range fleet but
also in its short-medium range fleet for an investment of over 500 million euro with the
objective of providing the highest levels of quality.
KLM provides service with two daily flights between Amsterdam and 5 airports in Italy: Milan
Linate, Venice, Bologna, Florence, Rome and Turin.
Air France Call Centre 02 38591272
KLM Call Centre 02 38594998
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